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This report was Irepared by the 14W Division of the General American

Transportation Corporation (GATC), Niles, Illinois - to summarize the work

accomplished under Contract DA 18-108-CHL-7006 for the development and con-

structiOn of an instrument to sample, record and integrate airborne particu-

lates being inhaled and exhaled by experimental subjects. This work was

initiated while the NO Division was part of the American Machine & Foundry

and named the Mechanics Research Division. On 1 September 1962 this Division

was purehased by GATC avd renared the WD Division; Contract DA 18-1O8-CML-

7006 was included in thp sale.

The work reported herein was initiated on 22 December 1961 and completed

on 15 MAy 1963. Mr. C. L. Punte of the U. S. Arml Chemical Research and

Development Laboratory served as ProJect Officer for this contract. The

authors sincerely appreciate the technical advice and guidance provided by

Mr. Punte, and the assistance of Mr. E. L. Cooper of M4D in designing the

electronic portion of t.ie Inhalation Aerosol Dosimeter developed, corstruct-.d

and then installed at the Army "hemical Center, ryland.

This report is cataloged by the General American Transportation Corpora-

tion as Report W 1181-70.
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ABSTRCT

An Inhalation Aerosol Dosimeter capable of continuous measurement and

monitoring of respiratory retained amounts of aerosols has been developed.

The instrument is eap@ble of measuring and monitoring concentrations of aerosols

in the range of several hundred to few micrograms per liter of air, and in the

particle size range from 10 microns to any submicron size range desired.

Laboratory studies of variour aerosol sensing concepts were made. These

studies lead to the selection of the hydrugeii f!2wa-ionization principle as

the cpti.mum method fror. the standpoint of reliability and sensitivity.

A novel version of a dual hydrci.n flame-lonization detector, operating

under lightly reduced pressure has been dveignued and built in this laboratory.

_I. , , . . . .. .
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SECTION 1

IINMDUCTION

1.1 Pro gram Objectives

The objective of this program was to develop an instrument that would

continuously measure and record the amounts of aerosols that are retained by

man within his respiratory tract in the course of breathing aerosol laden

air. The specific requirements set out in the contract were as follows:

~) T~ .ling rotc at the~ n of' inh.lto n v~l1, ~o~

be 1 to 5 liters per rinute, taki-% into account the subject's respiratory

vclustz (0.5 6o 3 lit,!rs), re-spiratory r-. t,: (5 to 30 per minute), and respiratory

tidal volume (200 to i0 c'C).

(b)' Airborn: particl.: n z,: I.x b- s.mplc:d ars 0.2 to 10 .icr ns in

diameter.

(c) Aerosol -onc:vtir-Ai.ions I.., b,: i.La l'd ure :0 to 200 micrograms-per-

liter and exhaled are I t.o 200 micrcgrsms-per-liter.

(d) Type of particles Lo be sampled ar- either liquid or solid.

(e) Aerosol impac.ion and deposition on inlet and outlet valves must

be negligible.

(f) The instrument should provide a constant record of retained dose

administered (0.001 to 10 ras).

(g) The instrument response should be within 10 seconds.

The tasks set out by MD to attain these objectives were as follows:

(i) Determine the most effective technique for measuring, monitoring,

and recording aerosol content.

(2) Prove out the selected components and the entire system by testing.

1
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(3) Design and fabricate an instrument that operates on the selected

principle, using proven components.

(1) Test the instrument in the manner prescribed by CRDL.

1.2 Backgrournd

Tie prior methods (Reference i, used for measuring and monitoring the

quartity of aerosols retained by man within his respiratory tract were based

upon periodic measurement of Lhe concentration of' the aerosol in the itnhale

stream, allowing the subiekot to breath this aerosol laden air for certain periods

of time, and then masu.ii, L e to-a unount oft aero.ol exhaled by the subject.

On this basfs It wus Lc,-ILaively po ;..ble to e:;tabl l-. the dosage of the aerosol

rttained by thte Wzt uju:tt.

The ini-a'e concentraio:- wa.; ,ei;&ured by :;crbbing a portion of the inhaled

air (a.ur-"ng th vol'.he ) -. id :.her. analyzing the cortent of the aerosol colori-

metrically. Tilo total .. ou0 of* oro.el e:'Ji_,ied wa:; determined by placing an

electrostatic precipit utor on the .Izlja;e :.ide and zhen unalyzlng the content or

ae:ool by the .',r. ,-vior'let:r' *igc,, . The v-lume of air inhaled war measured

with -he aid of a sri*uwt r

With this setup it was a tather ierithy procedure to admirister a predetermined

dose of the aerosol to the est !tubject, and this problem lead CIDL to seek the

development of an advanced version of an Inhalatior Aerosol Dosimeter (IAD).

T.he concept originally proposed by MRD was based upon the utilization of

thermal conductivity ilniciples as the aerosol sensirg method.

* m e page 63
*iBromsulphalein (BSP) aerosol was used throughout in the tests and its

concentration was measured at 5 O,4 in alkaline solutics..
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The overa1ll Inhalation Aerosol Dosimeter) as originally proposed by HRD is

shown in block diagram inFigure 1.Attatietwsalopnedouea

Sampling valve to take samples of the "±inhale" and "mexhale" air and sweep it into

the analyzer by a carrier gas. A corceptua! design of the sianpling valve :Es

shown in Figare 2.

-The aerosol was to be generated externaly and supplied into the IAD. The

sampling valve is actuated by a sensitive pressure switch and identical samples

(on the basis of vol-aze) are injlec-ted sinKultaneously after -preheating i&to the

detector cell. Two sianr.h are ricked up by t.hatteniiator, one of the signals

is inverted and opposed to the other. The resultin~g signal is fed into the

recorder; it i*s IntegraLed wid read ouL diei~aJ2,'. At the same tine the cuxmila-

ti-ve amount of aero:;ci rotuired -:; etabli~hed by coordinating this sigra. with

that reprerertini, th-c actual volume of air- inhaled. While in the coarse of

developirg tne intrnent~ !me * -ange,, were made, tie original concept of the

overa'll dosinetry iyutem t .; .owi -'ti ?1i'ure I temained the same.
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B SECTION 2

ETrh IKG SURVE!

The purpose of this survey was to determine the best and most practical

detection techniques. Thermal conductivity was the most likely detection

technique as indicated in the Introduction and thus is discussed first; sub-

sequently hydrogen flame-iorization and other methods are discussed.

2.1 Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conduc!:v*ty . " better known by the name of katharometer

v as first introducvd by Shakc-spur (RIference 2). It was designed primarily

for ',he measurement of the concr.tration of various gases or. Lhe basis of

their dif.erence in. !.hermul. coriuc.iviLy. Its w-dtis' appl.cation is made in

gas chromatography. With Lln: r;.'ny "mprcvF.-r.-n- were made, and currently

comm.rci" 1 y availor: J 4hro. :t..rC ar- capable oF .ascuring 3ar.ples in the

.arge of 10 to 10 .

2.1.1 Theory

Tht operation of a kat.harompter is based upo:: comparing the thermal con-

ductivity of an, urkr.ovn gas with that of a st-andard or reference gas by

measurir charge in electrical resistance as a ffunction of temperature as

show.n in Figure 3. As the thermal conductivity of Lhe reference gas is known,

it loa simple matter to calculate the absolute conductivity of the unknown

gas from (a) the measured relative conductivity and (b) the known absolute

conductivity of the reference gas. Figure 3 shows two similar current-heated

filame&.s in two similar cells, and two similar inert resstances. These two

elements are conr.ected to a Wheatstone bridge. If the reference cell contains

6
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Figu-re 3 PItflCIPLF OF MIIE 0PE1RATIOU OF A KTALRDN

ua;r ati Lh samp- coll -. n.ti: u g~s lravire a d-Ifforert then~l conductivity,

~.nc tvu hot. wires wilil not be at the sam- ter-atr-; and they will nort have

the sanye resistance * ThL t-merature difoerence will be inversely proportionta

to tN! thermal coix~uctivity or the gas for a given power in-pu.t to the hot wire..-

A good rjle is ttrit. thre thernadl cormdactivlty of the gus varies inversely vith

its density; "~or cexumpte, the- ighti-st gas, hydrgemn, hAs tht- highest theral

condrttvi-ty. -Thi' bridge then will become unbalanced tc an extent depending

on' the difference in conduictivity. The extent to which the bridge becomes

unbalanced v11. depend also or the percen~t ccr-position of the sample, arnd the

scale on the indicator can be calibrated in terms or percent comosition.
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The Wheatstone bridge is univrsally used in katharometers. The uae of

four active filaments, such as shown In Figure 4, Increases the sensitivity to

a given change in composition. These filaments are matched for temperature

coefficient of resistance, and are usully of tungsten or platinum.

It is not always necessary to know the absolute thermal conductivity of the

unknown. Often it is desired to know the difference in thermal conductivity

produced by a given change in the composition of the mixture. This difference

can be established empirically. It is this change in aerosol concentration

between the "inhale" and "exhale' side ul Lhe breath that is basic in U&e

Inhalation Aerosol Dosimeter. This change represents the amount of aerosol

retained by the test subject.

2.1.2 Application

Thc quantity of heat conducted by a gas varies with the nature of the gas,

extending from poorly conducting (having ce-riftb the conductivity of air) to

hydrogcn (having seven timus the conductivity of' air). Gas and vapors of any

conductivity between these two extremes can be analyzed accurately by proper

selection of the reference gas.

The simplicity of operation of te katharometer, and expecially the commercial

availability of cells capable of operating at 4500C lead to the selection of this

method. As shown in Figure 2, a predetermined volume of both the inhaled and

exhaled air was to be collected and held within the specially designed sampling

valve and then simultaneously injected into the katharometer. Since the same carrier

gas was to be uced and all the other variables were held constant, the signal

obtained from the cell would be directly proportional to the difference in concen-

tration of aerosol in the two samples.

It was further believed that non-vaporizable aerosols in the micron and

,,, i8
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-' - subm3.eron particle size range would affect the bat filaments in a similar

mamer u the gaseous substance.

A katharometer capable of operating at 4500C was purchased from Gow-Mac

Instrument Co., Madison, N. J. to verify the above assertions. The experimental

results obtained are discussed in 3ection 3.

2.2 Hydrogen Flame-Ionization (I)

2.2.1 Thor

Gases burning in a flame become sufficiently hot for a small proportion of

the molecules to acquire sufficient erergy to ionize and to give the flame an

electrical conductivity. When an orgaric vapor enters the flame, the conductivity

becomes greater and the increaze in corductiviLy may be measured and recorded.

This is the basis of the hydrogei Clam- i-eiiization detecbor.

At least two reasons huve beei zuggested for tho in -ease in conductivity.

One is that the iorizatior; is purely a result of the high temperature in the

flame, and that organic _monpcarnds, having smaller ionization potentials than

hydrogen, produce more ions at a given temperature than does hjCrogen (Reference 3).

Another is that narticieb uf :arbun formed in the flame have a small work function,

and thus supply a large number or electrons to the flame (Reference i4). However,

neither of these explarnations are adequate to account for the observed conductivity,

as the ionization efficiency of the hydrogen flame is small) and it has been

quoted aa 0.01 to 0.05% (Reference 5) and in many cases even smaller than this.

Figure 5 shows the basic circuit of the flame ionization detector. BFI has

found widest application in gas chromatography where the effluent fro the chroma-

tographic column is passed into the frlame whose electrical conductivity is being

measured. The simplest arrangement is to use the metal jet as the cathode and the

screen (orrod, or ring) above the flame as the anode.

10
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The voltage applied u'ttk. flame is usually 200 to 300 volts DC. This

provides uaturatjoi voltage) thint L:, all available ions arrive at the electrodes,

so that further inareaz-ez in voltage do not increase die current. The design of'

the detector should be such that the negative electrode (the flamec jet) should

not become too hot, as it may emit thermal electrons which raise the background

conductivity, and raise t'-ze noise l~evel. This may happen if a small metal jet

of low heat capacity is used, or if* the collector is extended too far into the

flame. Another important factor is that the electrodes t~hould not be too far

away frrom the ::lamne, or the ions will recombine before reaching it, so that the

eurrent will be too small.

The resistance of the hydrogen flame is generally of the order of 10 14ohms,

and the current through the cell varies from the order of 10-1 amp background
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currnt to about 10r amp on maximum signal. Different authors using different

detector designs give remearkab-y similar figures for the limit of detection,

i.e., the concentration equiva-lent tc noise. This limit appears to be about 1

in 10 moles for substances in hydrogen (References 6, 7, 8).

Thae background current produced by the pure hydrogen flame is proportional

to flow rate of hydrogen, and thus variation in the flow rate appears as back-

ground noise and) in practice) It appears tnat this factor determines the noise

(Reference7)

Ongkiehog (Ref~erence '() gives the foli.ini relation between the vapor

concentration equivalent to thie ,icl~e produced by uneven flow:

S F

where vau ~ onnrntrmtioneqiantcnos

calcuatedi 0roa background current of pure hydrogen flame

carrier gas flow rate; F if hydrogen is the carrier

d now rluctuaticn in. proportion to total floi

of detection) to a maximum concentration of about 5 x 103 moles (Reference 9),
oradynamic range of abou~t 30 . A high impedance amplifier is used to amplify

the resulting signal.

2.2.2 Applicatio

The pplcaton f M forthedetection and measuremen~t of aerosols appeared

to be straight fo rad . Either the aerosol could be vaporized, as discussed in
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Section 2.2.1p or the aerosol particles could be brought directly into the flame

and allowed to ionise. It hau been reported (Reference 6, 10) that the flame

is extremely sensitive to fine dust particles so that both combustion air and

the hydrogen must be filtered before it enters the detector. Apparently it is

this phenomenon that makm It possible to measure both organic and inorganic

particulates in the air.

In general, there is a tendency for molar response (e.g., measured in

coulombs per mole) to increase linearly with increasing carbon number. Such

behavior is generally true for straight-chain hydrocarbons, e.g., the signal

obtained from the same volumes of hexane is swice the signal obtained from

propane (Reference 7).

Desty, et al (Referencee 6) Iounl that the response obtained using 2:2:4 -

trimethylpentLne is about c1% grater than for et.L;ylberzene, and 15% greater

Lhan, for n-octane, all Ce ,±uJe.;.

The available literature dea l e enritally with gases and vapos and very

little informatiot is available on the detection and measurement of the concen-

tration of aerosols. At tUriz point it may bc only theorized (and this is to be

proved) that it may be possible that the detector signal response -s directly

proportional to the number of par-icula,e fed into the flame, especially if

the particulates are not previously vaporized.

2 .3 Other Methods

Numerous other methods were also investigated, including surface potential,

fl-Ray ionization, D.C. and F.F. discharge, andI photometry.

2.3.1 Surface Potential Detector

The surface potentlal detector operates on the principle of generating an AC

13
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Current when the gas iB passed between two metal plates, one of which is covered

with a monoolecular layer of a substance which will absorb the vapor (or aerosol)

in question. Since one of the plates Is vibrated mechanically there is a constant

alternating W( which changes when the substance in question is adsorbed on the

surface of the plate. The sensitivity is claimed to be in the range of I part

ethyl oxal~ate in 10 6 parts itrogen (Referenie 9).

This method was disregarded for the application of' aerosol detection because

the adsorption and desorption rates on the plate are too slow; for example,. the

complete detector analysi: cycle t'(r r-thyl nxaaht-r is about 5 minutes.

2.3.212 Bay Iontization

Thi deectr i baed n L.prniple of . aurlng the current passing

through a gas ionized by/3-rty radia~~cn (]Ref'ererze 11).. For p.arposes of exc-

planation, -.,,e may regard theQ- raysz as skresms of particles emanating from

the uourcc. These particles trave-r- Lhf! Sa&,, and after traversin: Ft dist~ance

the aver&V: length of which- Lb the -ear, t'ree path, they collide with an atom

or molecule (or tbe aerosol partL-cle) of the gas. These rays are emitted from

the radioactive material with a iarge en~ergy which is suifficilent to displace an

electron upon colli.pion.

The energies with which ior.zirg particles are emitted from radioactive

materials are of' the order of 10 4tc 10 6 v, whereas the energy required to

ionize singly an atom or molecuale isi rf the order of 10 ev. Thus) after one

collision, the ionizing particle has lost very little enerey, and it can then

go on to collide with another w.cm, produce ancther ion and electron, and so on

until1 It is finally brought to equzibrium.

The range of P3-radiator. from Sr~o (0-54 N.ev) in air is approximately 2.7

meters (Reference 11) so that thc- poes~tble health hazard must be considered in
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* designing the detector. It was for this reason that this principle wae disregardesd

since it was desirable that the mask assembly be situated close to the detector.

2.3.3 D.C and R.F. Discharge

This detector is based upon the principle that when an R.F. discharge occurs

between two electrodes wherein the field is diverging, a D.C. potential results.

This potential is sensitive to the ecmposltion ot the gas through which the dis-

charge is passing (Reference 13). This detector has not been used widely, and

apparently Is not available commercially so that its operation with aerosols

could not be evaluated.

2.3.4 Photumetiy

Photometry is pe riaps, the inost wid,':y used in i.nveti;gating aeraols. This

technique is bazcd upon compariru, the light. inlul.tl te obtained from passing the

light through on aevouol :;uwlpx arJ w. aerr.-.I Free .;ample. Thiu difference in

intensity is proportionul c th di r'frene ir, conccentration of the aerosol in

the two samples. This methwA hau teen uoed uuccess1\%_lly with aerosols of' one

micron or larger diameter ize. but IL L.S limited .n its application when smaller

aerosol particleu are considcred, and ezenLially is noi. applicable for particles

of 0.3 microns or less in diameter (Rererence i1). For this reason this technique

was not evaluated in any greater detail.

2.4 Conclusion

The available literature describes various types of detecting devices for

the detection of gases and vapors, bvt very ittle information is available on

the detection of aercsols. Of the various candidate detection techniques, thermal

conductivity or katharometry and hydrogen flax-. ionization appeared to be the most

proviising. While thermal cordu.ivity is limited in its wensitivity, it Is a well
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F.. .. .. .. established and Proven tecbni~ue. Numerous detectors operating on this principl.e

Hydrogen Flame-Zoni aILSD techniqu~e, on the other hand, is one of the most

sensitive Ind Simplest technicirs yet developed for the detection of organic

TConstituents in air. This technique ha3 found extremely wide application in
gas chromotography, and its application is constantl.y growing. Because of its

high sensitivity and the fact, thelt r1erous componen~ts and detectors utiliinig
this principle are commercially ava.)lable, it was decided to analyze this
method in detail in addition ks thaL of Lhieracal conductivity.
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EIM!1MAL EVAUATION

This section presents the experimental evaluation of' the concepts of thermal

conductivity and hydrogen flame-ionization, which an engineering survey indicated

as the most applicable for detect-'on and measurement of the concentration of

aerosol in the air. While th~e two approacheG were studied and evaluated during

the same time period, thermal conductivity will be discussed first, as this was the

method originally proposed.

The aim of' this -sperin~t'*.a.erQ ut. was to establish the best detection

method whiP h would uhe L.', udi r. !Jm.~ ln t!an~~r Aerosol Dosimeter.

31TIKertwul Conductivit~y C:-.I-L ('1r)

In the jnitli~)i ,it ~. .j tbc :orceftraLloi of aerosol

ir, air, Et beck-uan..r~tQw;' ~~a > ~ ~n~~rp equipped with their

ztandard TC neli -r,~i Ir '.h,;'-~ea*~.'h chromatographic coiwuin was

rem'oved, Luid a± direct IL-n1- :l %n,' -*ati-ut s',cei tul~ing was made between

the TIC cell and the sample- ui1t W-ral. coll was opera.edl at 240*C, the upper

tunpura Lure lurn.

Initial result- oA.tain.-4 ,,G-.re tromsuit4lin aerosol in the concentration

range of about 100 miierograins per liter Irraicaked Onily a slight response of the

cell - about 10% of' tot-al incdica!tcr scale at. optimal sensitivity settings. At this

point it iias tbouglbt thal, thp m- rell -: -pcriss- -.old b.e significantly improved by

increasing the operating tempeyar i, e 2if tbe cell ard1 at the same time vaporizing

the aerosol prior to its injezt:aon into the 1, cell.

17
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k iw Z7tTT --~ Subsequently, a new TC el was purehased from Gow~ac Instrument Company,I J~ison) N. J. This is the type of cell as shown in Figure 4, Section 2 of this

report. In operating thi-s te2!, it was observed that about a'threefold increase

z of sensitivity was obtained as compared with the Beckman cell. At the same time it

Vas observed that this seasitivity decreased rather rapidly as the test progressed.

Closer examination of the -11~ filaments revealed that a thin film was forming over

the filaments and this apparev..~y zcrtlnuously decreased the filaments' sensitivity.

Such-behavior was most marhed wvier i7,.S. O.l.-ng point aerosol simulants such as

glycerine anid dibutyl phthalate is .ed.

As a next step in, Uhi.ve 14sc~. it, was attepted to test out the "S91ov-

plug" principle. Th-s !rz. !.; .nr : 1r.Lr -.o that of Tr, cxcept the filament is

vas '2onsiaeraLly lselow that. contract.

3.2 Hydrogen F11ame Icniza .i- 'Ff

TPhe ITI detect-ar used .lo the p2L'ayeoaluation to establish the feasil0ity

of this method vaF. a ;tand-4:1 .rmrv.-. - c~i~-l ~ cupplied by Research Specialties

Co. of' iihmond. Callfor-na. As poi.r !ted out prev-ously, this detector is built to

perate urider posi.ti-je a ~i. iu ~n this app-1ication it was necessary

to make some rdi~icjccs,. Wios .' e s used to seal the detector hermeti-

cally. While this rmetht.i c'7 wii'Aq ~tobi the elevated temperatures for several

eLays, anid the resttlLs ':...e. ' T -- :ng tinsa vere very good, thie silicone rubber

began tc decompose and t:-e deh- .or T~~go~ noise increased very appreciably. after

about three days Of ~ rv F:i.



3..1HF1 Detector. itoatr W

*ppll.:able for this s';Ldy,

3.tig1itly rdc1 -W oyp-it rr.r wti h dttrcaae statair

Thtc ut-roct ic: 11v I, p'iluiy t'~bing and it is mixed with

liyd~ ugti~ pzi~. I I t I... ti... rLi~'oniv.atLion taker~ place (as

Ii..z'In ±~~' I .. ) ;oi U..r .W #±'.r-vm-L e:oodt.uctivity r'f the

11; :-,!-. i.. .i -: -y ",- ; ; - cc::r aen,, ainpZ' UIlad by the

rt&~eo: t.ro-.r 'j 1-1 t - t-! ~l R- T'rrmneri.f rocurd ic made.

ie ni riul v'ra cji W' ',.. . I a'oi'. t,:1yI,: i : chowai in Figure 7. The

ucrouol c~ample ir: drtwr. a'.j. .jc del.e r,: 1C,-om -%wi.n acrovui z.upply line, where

the p~ecsti, i-. -'ppirjxr:.:-I;r~b v The diameter of the main supply tube is

?tIouL I in, It while i~el : !1Ai. J, .' A lpjl'j,, %.&i is about /61 Itc cpi

tub~ing).

* Th~e effl'--ert ;ja! carif ftu Qj -i.jht'trmer passes tilrough a series of

thrce flasks, a* shown in Figucc i '. - *!e purpose of tbe f irst flask Is to reduce

any iupedia'.e %hat.~~7 "± - 9 nh~cf !,!,c dctcctor chamber. This fluctua-

tion may be du, !,c un-len o''~'e~~ U-- staefs c r aotuaj. tempcra~.ure fluctuation

within tho dc-tcector chamt"nr. Thr-at ry !.o maintain prec ise and constan~t pressure

within this flask is of 'Amiruc t impo,_ &r~ az-P l. 1this redu..ed pressure that conrtols

i9
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Figure 6 SCKEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE HFI DETECTOR

BUILT IN THIS LABORATORY
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V

th apigrt ftearslzd i notedtco.Awtrmnmtri

toudhe sa lt ater f !. th e eroso ze a atisfate ctor. Ah watpoer n teis a

is to prevent moisture :,loggngj '.he flowcseLer and t-ubingy which will disrupt con-

E tinuous flow of the gases and iffe-, the samp.lng rate of' the aerosol.

Thethid fa~; es~'ia:iy r~'ide n hih vyacuwi reservoir, and its fuctio

II Wit -'V.riNi .. p lw it :,r: il was dv !nontILratfed that 13SF aerocol

' 6iad s .' . j -Ag) -r~ II,tr. .f*': [. : .v conf~l~uL Lon range of' 131out 80

rbJ'~.~~.an: !0i.-,. 1 U,wr Pi ti,1"..- jmri*, 0. ]c.L'Acr, c.., Me':Igl reruited in

~.L~k~LEaI.l L-W'. I ."j.L.rd -, oIr) :.'::. .w:-, wa'x, dis'v' tly Tvlnted to the unctuble

~~emrding ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 !),- ~r 1. 1 -- 'v~ ~~; wv alt:,rLIztted to tempeyaturc flu.ctuation

wit.11b., hhet.o', . ah' ~ . -q'..y n rz.xp'rutent was .- ondiuct'xi with the

cht~~~c.'~~~ ri -es i ar. E i - ilirnn- ta.l b~ath, as shown in Figure 8.

Despite t.Ii:.3r... :: .ie tr;.Uh:'Ui . and4 baci~gound noise perscisted.

Ttis icltid:, howvecr,d 1.~.ia4 1 .1;P Leeperature effect by itself was rather

inr1grni.5n. arvi !*hr pm 4Lay'JO wV1 '. Lh~e itnstatli ty of the det-ector chamber

3 .2.2 Constr.: iU-n o!~ tlhp M'! Fnete :,.' r -Ad-vanced Modxel

WJhile the sl...ly inits 1;.r hr. !-,I r y ']Me~rc',cr was In prr~ess, plans were made

to build two) detectors of irsor alivancsed design. Figure 9 shows an assembly drawing

of this detector. Two rzu-, d~c'>,:,n vf-rp built and bench tested.

In the -eoast.ructicn ) thrn Jr'-'. it war, iratonded to control the tempea-

ture of the hle'-k as mly z-a '.IV. P' wFr'- ne -'essary to raise the temperature to
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Figure 8 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF HFI DETCTOR
PARTIALLY SUBMEOED IN SILICONE OIL
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vaporize the aerosol it could be easily prese . This was done by imbedding a

cartrige type-thwmostatically controlled heater into the block base assembly

as shown in Figure 9.

Figures 10 and 11 show pht:cgrapns or the bench testing assembly. These

two detectors were coni ieted to ti.'o separate pumps. In the course of testing,

it became evidenrt tha.-V' s fia ilow . :orTrT..l systems arn using the setup as

showr in Pig'Ar." 1' il; ? -'j .': b1 , es,;ahlish identical aerosol sampling

ratc. for U,.h ,etf......

Arc'.h'i. pr."!.-.r IIs' fp-'.:J *- '.Is t.-stt progressed was that the stainless

i11%.[ "U"* : ,:.. t4 .:aa,''..,- '," .,:,'., , J1.,.-1 w, l h.he hase,collapsed and in-I l~ka~y '..V ~i . !,, ' ',,. ",,d jo...:;.- .r,.je vc.ry significantly.

Whilr a,." 0' '.." '.': • :*., .'. . .' *:- . *'.i .prralio. .hey provided

,-z h -.-.... 1.. J. ' . n1d. ;;7. .:,c.st.r.,rtor of a dual type

,. .:.. T: -'. . t,oL::.i pSrIh.er had to be

*r.,. .'il 'l rsJ.LL - na.a i
fi!.: %'., Pr..,..-o '-.. v,. ,-,-,lo ", "']" -: the I,wo svatiatle IFmI detetors,

u Lhe . p'")!t.!-r. 7'* '* *,,t' .A i r-]-..le s'-Ubo. or maintaining precisely

t, t:,s* p( . t L . " L'. 0.'. v i:o': .a th. tir. aerosol swipling rate

A, (rjer. a1 ,ppai -a *i.a ets.r..;ng dete:',ors indi.ated, that It would be

more ad-antapeos -.e r d-. gr. .' .,.,;r,1 "; sk reV detectcr in sch a way that

the exhaust of .tht .c*s "'ci- !.e 3-,*d Lo a single vacuum control assembly.

Figures 12 and 11 s hu -' ilY Ye co,stru.ion of this dual detector.

Figure 1 shows , si:op d- '..,. ' dq_.e:t or. Note that the two

detectors are er'1:f€ in a wtK:-'. :,.--e wh~e the tPeuperature is maintained
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Figure 12 SC]EMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE FINAL MODEL
OF HFI DETECTOR (SINGLE CHAMBER)
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constant with the aid of a risekbeat Tape beater and a variable transformer.

The detector is separable into two sman parts: the base, and the electrode

assembly. These are fastened together by mens of a f]ange and four screws.

The base of the individual detector contains the three gas inlet tubes and a

ceramic insulated burner tip. The two tubes protruding upward are for hydrogen and

the 02-N, mixturq respectively. The third capillary tube is f6r intake of the

aerosol sample. The eltctrode arc imbeided in the Teflon dkak vIhich is sealed to

the stainlezs steel eylintLer (lerxi o" the f-Ure assembly) by means uf the flange and

the four screws mentivned abve.

NeguLive ihh volt.,e (fx;. voi..r) ic uonuc.ted to the burner tip (eaLhUe) by

mcanr or a 1mall circu-lar wanhar :;Llv, rolderod to the cathode. The platinum igniter

coil iz sitiiLed close Lu te bLr,r.r .I re end of it is erouned, the other is

actuated by dvprvssind tIK. 1TAHE GI0UTE button .n the electromcter panel. The anode

or the collector screei operate. at o. near to ground potential.

Electrical connections aru wade Ic Use electrode (including the igniter) at the

top of the detector. The "high voltage" (300 volts) cable also supplies separately

the 2.5 vult; A.C- .or the jiniter roil. Doth cables arc elctrically shielded

and Teflon Insulatcd. The complete detector assembly is electrically shielded by

placing It into a rectangular aluminum box.

3.2.4 Flow Control

The problem of flow control was subsequently solved through the use of much

larger ballast tanks and the use cf a very sensitive subatmospheric pressure regulator

as supplied by Moore Products Co. (Model No. 44). The overall flow control system is

shown schematically in Figure 15. This system is similar to that shown in Figure 7,
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however,. one oe ballast tank was introduced, a capillary restriction was placed

between the 'Ugh" and "low" vacuum ballast tanks., and most Important, a precision

vacuum regulator was added to the system. This vacuu regulator maintains "constant"

vacuum in ballast tank No. 3. The vacuum within this tank is not really constant,

but the variation in pressure is significantly reduced through the use of the UP-

stream tvo ballast tauka. In actual operation, one way observe slight fluctuation

of the flow as shown by the flowmeter. This fluctuation subsequently is 'bucked

out" and the indicating Magnehelic gage registers constant pressure.

The most important fact is that the problem of detector signal fluctuation has

been virtually eliminated, and the detector became operable Lo its maxim sensitivity

(few asLcrora per liter rangc).

3.2.5 Bench Evaluation of -i.e FInal odel

This integrated detector wuz bench teuted essentially in the same manner as

the previous detectoru. Mhe uionl. output of' the two detectors could be controlled

through adjustment or air and hydrogen mixtarec. Such adjustment is necessary to

align th two detectors to yield the same signal when identical concentrations of

the aerosol are being sampled. This adjustment can bec also made by changing the

poition of electrodes within the detector, however, this latter adjustment should

only be made after the detector was disassembled, cleaned, and reassembled again.

Even at this point such an adjustment way not be necessary. Operation and service

maintenance of this detector is presented in detail in the Appendix.

At the electrometer attenuation of 30X, detector chamber vacuum of 6" 20 Wo%

of full scale deflection cf the recorder pen is obtained when aerosol simulant such

as BP in concentration of 2 micrograms per liter is taken into the bench test

detector. These results were sufficiently indicative that integration of the

components and the final assembly of the Inhalation Aerosol Dosimeter should be

undertaken. These steps are discussed in the following sections.
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This section presents the selection and evaluation of other basic components

that are part of the Inhalation Aerosol Doslmeter.

14.1 Tidal Volume Measurement

The tidal volume repreccntz the volume of air inspired and expired during

normal or "quiet" breathing. This volume varies with the rate of breathing, and

it also varies among tndivilunl:. &a uremeL uf this volume per se Is not easential

in etablishing the Lotal dosage of the ueroaol retained by the test subject, and

tiis is especially true when Wie te±;t -;nbject i:" breathing the acroclised'air for

any :si~ificant length Of time, where IQhe tutal volume of air inhaled is equal

to thaL exhaled. However, to muke the Ins tu nt more versatile it was provided

with a senwi., digital ±eadnu wd a reorier 1'or the Volubme of air inhaled.

The -;en;ar i, of thc hot-virc-anemomeLer-Lype, 4upplied by Hastings-Roydist

Corp. o' Hampton, Virginia. It lu u az~4irled version of their Model SK-2CK,

and it was developed for t.e purpo e o'r measuring respiratory volumes. The

filaments are kept. at about 200*C, and according to the manufacturer, aerosol in

the micron size particle range and In concentration ramgc as stated In Lbe cotract

should not have any significant effect upon the sensor.

The signal obtained from this sensor is fed into a Honeywell recorder which

is equipped with a Disc inegrator, pulse generator, and a separate counter. In

this manner a record is made on te recorder chart of each individual volme of air

inhaled, and the total cumulative volume o-f air inhaled is shown by the digital

counter.
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While the senor response is not linear, it provides a very good approxi-

mation under nozzal breathing conditions. It may be necessary to calibrate this

sensor for individual test subjects. A typical response of about one count per

30ce of air inAled has been established for the instrumnt.

varabl reisor s te ignl otpt fom hesensor wa considerably more

-A~s wentioni.ud pr~vkously, Oise Iiae.ation Aeruoo Wsinet.er toequipped with a

d'ial-type HFI de. ect.-r for met~a,-tirg .'onzcntva~i.n oft ',h-~ ato4;.)l In both the

?C Ole Vcn'- W',ral !oil f uelo.si U. th#11' :,Aetp.ler -Ai 4ireu, =nd ainte the Lw': sGiuj.3

~~L1(2Ol .:..U~*i vI~f w! uhe. &wwt :,azv a'~c,'. (o::rkr-aiJor s6 bein -azn1.e. an

Oeviah.iui. tctLw-r~n .Le t.vo .Inl* u1 tt v W*(*t1 prprital %L. Wx-~ rIIOJ3Le in

a~.~'oa~*I~',,I~I.I.:r !h. n' tw% :r w~ Ir $ie inal otuiput an tht, iuh41

ctreas i.. Cj.9( rnlz v .b. . k oit 1.11me cyiit 1zes C~(.50 illlivol't.,; the

IA rl'rtnce br'1..een thene tv .. igriss {o.1* will ivuIi.*.) 5L. d-ire..tly prclx~rtional

to the change in cocncrtratWj;. Tnat i, the liiie: Uip chrarsje ir. corwenratio

ir the Tvo s.rev=;, Wit Ugier will be the signal differenmce. Wt.-? thLat. the

major assumption is~ that th~e respiratory volume of sir exhalled i.. replaced by the

*same volumse durlig the ne. Lihaation pVace. While this assumption is nor, true

in general for a single respiratory eycloP. the resulting deviations will cancel

*out and the assumption as to total volume approaches validity as the number

of respiratory cycleu increaser. That is, the total volume of air exhaled must be

equal to the total volume of air inhaled. Figure 16 shows diagramatically the

I3
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26317
cts 0t;Cts t ets

i*AiX1:1 1 1 HIIIAATI(N nIPiV.OOL DOGIMETH'

'A~AW :(~l:'t * ~.v.1.tl-~ ~~J !.~,~: Y-IVarJ'- ";.Le ju ::ted i...- LAa A me.

rycipe #.. rrjireoew;' Lie u bjCvuLe i'm Ftir ametrJ~io1 wit.Wrmr: Trm* te system..

Or w ;rncw'. of tk~ -':I i I.a: -~Y lip: cLuv'iV1a: 4dV:'2r.V O VR. r rerplra--

COry cycle.

Ir. Lhie operatijor. of tia' ]nh%.2aticon Aercoi Dosimeter all three sigrals ate

recorded, *c Lbuz vi: uai pat'em of eae:n respiratory cycle is provided. Digif~aJ.

read-out, it; provided for cumulat ive aaowflu of "agent inhaled"m and "agent retained".

There was no need to provide a disital rmadout for "agent exhaled" as the signal dae

to "agent exhaled" Is electricalIly subtracted from the signal reisulzing from "agent

Inhaled" and the difference is shovn by the digital readout. of "agent retained".
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to The above opan perha~ps obexpaied in asimpler m erby ref erring

der pen an the "inhaltation recorder" indicates 0.90 millivolts, and that of

utexhalJation recorder" indicates C.70 millivolts) then the pen on the "agent

retained recorder*' must, indicate 0.20 millivolts if the system were properly

balanced prior to use. Figure 17 shovs schematically the conmlete coordination

of electrical siWalus it, the InhiatiJon Aerosol Dosimeter.

'i.2.1 Actuatior or Counterts

The "agent inhaled" and "agent ret-aiiied" counters are actuated simultaneously

by a micro.wi.rt, Rw :aLd j, thk-"~ hi'laled" in-corder. This micru;w'.~ch rlidrs

ovia- baktiit- r"'in uAlt.i N-'d W~ tje rr iI'cr d ciz-rm and we. %n such aI .ezi.vr- 'hul- wi,eii -h "ui :' inhalt'd" i-t:uzrle~r j-r. -.v. from ?.er-u ixc-u Q,-
Mi vo11'.I--- L.' 0111(.:- *.W:, ':v*.x':i': aUrv w.,',itc. Nobc rho! Jl.; c:i. cani be

lx.e actia~oz, -f *''.c± I q thi.' DII'.rIwiLc1. L--'urz; right afI~er the inhala-

t L*irt SLarI.t.~ 't: ~L.r.~ ~ 0.0> Mr1iJ1iVuIL War-I~c1 that cssential..y

~:.;L.t~:nr~~ i.runrI ~~;cr;z *oui'I Le obthained. A lower setting could result

tidal voltwe ..cncr. 'fliu - Liep ewL~~r na-.,ort-. th' RproC,1 concentration ci' the

previluly uzizaled treati. and thie coymentlrat ion of thc aerosol in the inhaled

stream. Note that the uc.Luat.:vrz of tie counters Is actually made through a

mechanical llnl. betueen the cam and a small wheel 01 the microsivitcz that rides

over the carn. The initial actuator Is the hot wire filament of the Hastingb-

Raydist Flowmeter, wboce priiL, ?'nction is to measure the volume of air inhaled,

and actuation of the counter is made as the "air inhaled" recorder pen moves upward.
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4.3 Deteotor Vacuum Conrol

I Precise control of the detestor chamber vacuum is extremely important as it

is very closely related to the sampling rate of the aerosol. Figure 18 shows a

complete flovchart of the samp e d aerosol as it passes through the HVI detectors

Iand through the exhaust system. A precision type vacuum regulator (WKdel No. 44,

I Vxxe Products Co.) is used in this system. The detector vacuum is read indirectly,

as the vacuum gage (Magne.elic, 0 to 6" H2o, F. W. Dwyer Mfg. Co.) is connected

to the "moisture trap" (see Fig. 18), and since this moisture trap is linked with

the detector through a 3/8-inch diameter Teflon tWbe, the pressure drop across

U in. tuhe may iie :onw;ideYv,! u; nt9 1 rlle.

4.4 DeLDoctor Fi.t Cu,±tro'

BuLlh det,'Vi!L'. u.. buttlri !]jul..,n (ehnuiutagaphli. grade) tu)d ja mixture of

oxyi'en aid nLtrwomi. Vvr be::L e - w;d ::to,.1.1y of' Lhe detector

it wu:; ,'.u.l xj."fls: r.ulJY thut ",AIuu: JQ.$ 0., ru- 1 go$ (I,;t, . vate' pumped)

;L:utdJd bu u;t"J. ThI,-; iow fr ptlOn a ' c,-Yy!.y-: tuo itl;ro r i. rewon;;ar because

wlhen utdinary wuvtlr lumped ar 1:; :u.:ed " i. l fuu~t rronm the exhale detector

even though L.ere i nu aercul :;upplied txo It. This .'sigual apparentJly is due to

Lhe J1ii'.-.znL %:ji%.w.I1Llu u Ue eyuialed L'ruathi. When 10 oxygen is used this

problca . ulminaued. Figure 18 also zlaw. tLhe linkage uf the supply of fuel

to the detector.

Supply of-both the hydrogen and the 02-N2 uxlture is controlled with a set

of regulators ard capillary tubes, These capillary tubes vere adjusted in length

so that. approximnteiy the same flowrate is obtained when the ga - is fed at the

sant pressure,
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The flow of hydrogen as a func-ion of pressure is shown in Figure 19: end

Sthat of the 02-42 mixture is shown in Figure 20. It is the hydrogen flowrate

that is critical in the operation. At high hydrogen flowrates the background

noise is too high, at low hydrogen flovrates the flame is extinguished. Best

j j reoulto are obtaiu~d at the hydrogen Tiowrate of about 10 to 15ce/min (4 to 5

psig) and the 02-N2 mixture of about 300cc/min (10 psig),

The capillary tuber supplyig hydrogen and the 0-N2 mixture are equipped

with a Millipore Filter Holder (Model No, XX3)l0200, Swinn Adapter) to filter

out any particulates from the gea tream. Both the filter and prefilter should

be replaced aLei" aiwit,6L 1 year i, ze-vicc (,-- Appendix B, Maintenance Procedure).

i4." N~k L6mbj

Thu~ l'ae mua..k aj~eJ ti. 7)tia~.tic-i. A-r1:.('l Do.:imter in a modiifled verzion

of" tte iaaVK 6Upp4.l(e-i 1,y Sij::'s MWI'ri. E,-; erhig U.o: Sitrr'L Madre, California

(Wodel ?lu fak)-.4iBU51). Ilia: w mr.]- h hult i< y zcdur-Jtng tu Jen or

'Ri.. =,k v.-A o-;hoc--t L'o±" thc IADI b.,:auu= of Ut"- :mall "dead volume" space,

and expeciaulj L.cuue ui" tte J;imple dual (i.nhalution exhalation) valve (Model

Fri. 2U -l2 ) lui. 1z 1upplied with the mask which tirtner re-ucei tte " ead

vowuae" s;pace.

The valve i;; wown scheaatically in Figure 21., and jLs enclosure into the

mask w7,enbly i uhown in Figure 22. The complete mask assembly Js shown

ochematically in Figaui 23.

4o
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I ..6 zlee .o-ters

The two :lectrometers uced in the IAD were purchased from Research Spenixaties

Co., Richmond, alif, These electreters were modified slight y; the modfi-

cation made was in the flase igniter circuitry. Figire A shows the circuit

diagram of the Model 605-3 Electrometer, as modified by MRD.

4.6.1 Electrical Specifications

Current Sensitivity: 1.95 x 10"12 ampere full scale response in
moot 5ensiLive settin&

Peak-to-peak noine level (with detector cable connected):
2.5 x 10m-14 ere (,% of full ncale in
most encitive setting).

DrL t: I .e': thI.l 3% or rul ac-le per degree Centigrade
,Al..gc in wdaienl. temperature In most -ensitive
..ettiag.

Line Voltue Stobili.y: 1-.. 0- 0.5% of ii1l nm"'le cbange in output
L'or :k *0 ch0n% , in line voltage in aoot sen-
. i Iive zet.Lig.

Attenuat-on Factors: x-, , xO, xO . x 5U million in 16 steps.

Recommended Rcording Meter:

I -econ N11 c ale reopvnse (autpuL for other
recorder senzitivities available on special
order)

Electrometer Output Impedunce:

700 ohm max - negative terminal grounded

Detector Polarizing Voltage: 300 volts (battery)

Maximum Backgrouna Suppression Current: -4.5 x 16O10 amp(45-volt battery used)

Detector Sensitivity: 6 :: 10 "13 moles/sec. (measured by exponential
decay method using propane.

Power Requirements: 115 volts !iO%, 50/60 cycles, 200 watts
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4.6.2 Detailed Description of Operation of the Electrometer

j The electrometer circuit is operated by the AMPLIFIER rotary switch S3

and is fused by 1/2 ampere fuse F3. The electrometer circuit includes two

- batteries- the XV battery (Bl - 300 volt) which polarize.e the detector for

efficient ion collection and the background suppression or bucking voltage

battery (B - 45 volt). The latter is used to supply a current through a 10II

ohm resistor R3 connected to the input of the electrometer which Is adjusted

to balance (or cancel) th, background ionization current in the detector.

The buckJig volage is adjustable from 0 to 45 volts by means of the COARSE

and FINE BALANCE controls Rl and X?.

Th,, AJNLIFIF.P f-r,:Ary bwit.,h 33 lim STANDBY ad OPERATE poGILIonc. The

fonun- poziti,.i ,inrgiz.:s th, ,-1,ru,'...r tup['ir bu!. l.-av-s the battery

volus~u ~Tlwe OPERATE pxoitiou K-lds Itht bvittery voltages so that
4,he d.itur :. n b: : Th,. 8TADBf position hw* been jyrovi ,-d rto per-

mlt tirnrng on th,: e]o. .trm-t,-r eircr'Lt wlLh no connected source of input

-urrenL whl,.h mietht "aus . r initial burre or &rid current In the electrometer

s'.ef r r.il ir i 1,s r. rip-nvey perlo.]. 1urthe mrt: .h STAIIDBY position

permits the electrometer to be left on In Its warmed-up stable condition while

the detector is unnorgized during off periods for servicing and cleaning.

The electrometer is a d.c. amplifier with negative feedback. The input

stage utilizes a CK5889 electrometer tetrode V1. The folloving two amplifier

stages are transistors TRI and TI2. The output voltage taken from the collector

of the 3rd stage is connected to the Input through one of a set of resistors

selected by the ATTZWATOR switch S6A. Thus there is negative feedback of

I4
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current to the Input and the amplifier output voltage is linearly related to

the ionization rirrent. The cumut sensitivity is oelected by the ATMUATOR

by virtue of the seleftion of feedback resistor.

- A seoond vafer Sf6 on the ATYVATR switeh is used te ottenuate the

Output voltage connected to the recording meter. Thus the signal to the re-

corder is determined not only by tho feedback resistor but also by the value

of output voltage attenuation. The result is an overall attenuation range of

30 million to one obtained with five different values of feedback resistance.

The advantages of output voltage attenuation are:

a) Amplifier drift and line vultage vens1tivity are thereby attenuated.

b) tw ,r.,Mnr of feedbaek re-iefSors Is .educei.

It should be noo.'l t. the tvo larg.i. f'.-edltaclc r.Sistors; .13 and Rl27, are

10 l 1ati 1.010 ohmc: (,:p.ivy. (dJf',rig y a fa t of 10) and that only

two o0;pUt VoItagL OLAtcIuatin u:tutrigs arc. uSe' in the xl: x3, xlO, and x30

ioitions; whereas in the remminin- positions, the fedback re :itors R14,

R15, and R16 differ by factors of 1C0 and four output voltage attenuation set.-

tings are utiliz-d. The reason for this is that the rpsponse time of the

Ol1etrameter-de.eetor system depends on the valu- of feedbark resitance. Tn

the X1 ard x3 puslulons, the response time constant is approximately 1.8

seconds. In the xlO and x30 positions the response time constant is 0.18

second because the feedback resistor is 10 ohms instead of 101l ohms. If

the 1010 ohm resistor had been omitted, there would have to be four attenu-

ator positions with the 1.8-second time constant. This vould preclude taking

advantage of the inherent rapid response of the detector in four rather than

tvo attenuator positions. The response time of the circuit in attenuation

settlgs higher than x30 is less than 0.18 second.

I4
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I The statemnts in the last two laragrphs can be sumarized as follows:

a) Electrometer drift if greatest in the attenuation settings xl,

i xlOi xlOO, iOX,, and x1M and less in all other settings by the

factor of output voltage attenuation.

b) Response time is 1.8 seconds in the xl, and x3 settings and 0.18

second or less in all other settings.

There are two adjustments in the electrometer which set the amplifier

output voltage to zero. (These adjustments are separate from the COARSE and

FIRE BALAlCE controls which have to do with buckir% current). A coarse

adjustmtnit ca,, bc Ina,1e by varyine the [1( potentiometer lc :,tyl on the rear of

the Electrumuttr. A ine adjust:ment can be made on the front with the knob

labeled ANLIFIER ZERO. Both aQi1ustments vary the screen voltage of the

eJectrometer tetrode, thereby rarying I.he plate -urs,itt, Thesr aljustments

art- used Lo set 1,.h: ampliVL'ir ouLpuL voltage to zero when there Is zero input

zurrent (iD(!lktdiTn zero bucking eurrL-ntl. Thec -aost. adjustment is s~et at

the ruLury but may requir: occasional resetting as the electrometer tube ages.

The second stage transistor TRI is a Silicon-type; a germanium-type ther-

mistor is used for the tbird stage (TR2). This combination of transistor

- types results in minimum drift with ambient temperature changes.

The operating voltages for the el.ectrometer circuit are supplied by two

Zener diodes (Dl5 and D6) in series, which are In turn supplied by a regulated

power supply. The series regulator element of this power supply is a M2

power transistor TR3. The regulator amplifier is a 21377 transistor TR4.

I4



The sensitivity of the electrometer circuit to line voltage changes is

1 ~ small. The mjor souree of drift is ambient tpmjerature variations (see
specifications).

IN The Model 605-3 contains a flame ignitor circuit which consiste of a

I filament transformier T4~ vhoae 2.5-volt secondazy leads are connected through

the nM1 IGNITE push button switch A4 to the detector posts.IThe 2 .5-volt transformer is used3 to heat uap a platium igniter coil in the
dptector which results in the ignition of the hydrogen flamie. Power is

supplied Lo the. primary of the igniter transforner T11 only when the amplifier

Rwitch is in STrANDBY or OPERATEI.

A Mefter Zero Control ic providrd opionally for off-sptLirg the recorder

if so dir-A.'. Th. marke~r pushbutto:i able plugo inbo the rear panel of the

605-3.

F4
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I1 SICT2ON 5

ASIMKY AID U1VALUATI0N (W THE

MMHAATIOD AIEO6C DO6K (10D)

5.1 Assembly

Standard type 3scor (Elgin Metalformers Oorp., K1gim, Illinois) consoles

UI are used to house all the coMPULIentS Of IAD. The compete assembly, ars hown

A in Figure 25 consists of three sections. The two side c-ections (FB-24A) pri-

marily house the ri-cozders; Lber~ ee.ion in the center houses the control panel

arxd the other compoflenLr.

Noirr 26 I.hroutgh ?y) givs .- xa-. Jimcnsionr and positioning or Lhe various

vori.~'~ i.'h" th' 'cr" sa. assembly. !'teun' 30 is a vloseup photograph of

the contrul lians-1.

5.2 H';uius'.ion or ~ Ith altia tmO smI

ArP.r the 1AD wab as-vmb~e-J at l4RD, i.wds Lhoruugh.y !4c' wlf any rn2.-

functLors that couU hIv occurred 11:i lte final assembly. PrelimInary tests

L ~were ca rried out~ using BSP atrosol and live subjects in establishing the proper

function of the Instrument. Figure 31 shows a phctograph of' a subject placed

on-streamn and breathing BSP aercssol. Prelininary data indicated that retention

of aerosol viuried among Individuals; when the concentration of about 80mng per

liter was breathed. the pcrcentage retained varied from the INv of about 35%

to a high of' 70$. Also, it was evident that percent retention varied inversely

with the breathing rate.
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After the preliminary tests were ocpleted, the unit was crated and

shipped to CWX for asieuhy and demonstration.

In operating the unit the initial problem appeared to be that of supplying

proper mixture of oxygen and nitrogen as it had to be fed from two separate

tanks through a manifold arrangement. This problem was subsequertly overcoa

with the aid of a peaaagwtic oxygcn analyzer (Beckmn) so that the oxygen

concentration red into the detector could be maintained at about 10%. After

Vu~i YL~UUlt5 Vub Cf~\ - =d.g":-.". ~ ~ .~ I

usijg I 1 ht. Lb. dat obluiuc-1. All Iho resultc shown in Ttwc 1 vpzr

b. I upoti pTrviow, OVINk-al. a:ilyns of th. BSP asrosol u, correlating it

with the ignAls ob.nizi.. from th. *T.e. etorS. Tht.. chr.".ival analyses were

=td: b; the- skandL rd 'orO1iw tri" I.echniqu 4riveo. opd -y ('i,. '.thlh lists

'hU a.- showing slgal l*p~S~or !.hf- tle-.i;e.ur as u func Lion of Lhe chemical.
rxcxwen!r.ation o1 BM .eruroi in i"r O fliteer). Figure 32 shows a graph of

these diata.
T Uatings-Raydist flowmeter (volue of air inhaled) was calibrated at

CRML with the aid or a Lpi~ueLer. It was established that in the normal course

of breathirng the flow sensor actuates the counter at the rate of 33 counts per

liter o air inhaled.

As Table 1 indicates, excellent reproducibility of the results was obtained

for each individual subject. However, as vas also observed at the MRD lebora-

tory, there is significant'dlrrerence in the percentage of BSP retained by the

two subjects. This difference perhaps can be explained on the basis of breathing

rate and volume, the lung size, and other physiological differences between the

two individuals.
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An Inrhlation Aerosol Dosimeter (IAD) that woets all the requirements

set out in the contract ()10. ' -A-18-IOC 7o6) has been developed by the

S4RD Division of General American Transportation corpomtion.

The overall construcLion of the IAD parallels the design euggested in

the original proposal. The major modification of that design is that hydrogen

rlawe ionization principle 's used for je:.ctiol nrld monitoring of .h, uerosol

concenLratlo1,, -%W th,. sacomlary modificoLion cqrnua s or developing a very

prceirse :u-rowl S$LflIn.IZl SYSC , l, ub. Th(. -'zpli'g sysit:m ij- baued upon mintaining

precise (reducerd) ]n-ssur,- vitlin .th. I..;c4.nr so t.11' acl.ual wujaplin is t

truly contNuous process.
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7. . .... .....

A. Oiewatin Procedure

There are certain expendable materials that are required for the

operating of the TAD that are not supplied. These required materi alsar

listed below :

A.1 Required Aerials

A.1.1 Gues

(a) ydrogen - preferably chromotagraphic grade,

(b) Oxygen - Nitrogen txture - 10% oxygen - all in one

cylinder. This mixture should be "Water-pumped" type, that is, thore

should be no traces of hyd.ocaibons in it. This gas is ordinarily suppled

in the Type IA cylinder (235 cub ic feet). The cylinder should be equipped

with laboratory- type regulators with standard type gages. The lower

pressure range should be about 0-100 psig.

(c) Compressed House Air - this is ordinary type compressed

air that is norually available iD laboratories.

A.1.2 Water

Ordinary tap water to be used as the cooling fluid. This

water is passed through the unit in essentially the sae manner that one does

in laboratory-type vater cooled condensers. The flow rate should be about

100 al per minute.

A41.3 Porer

Single phase, 105-125 volt, 60-cycle electric power. Loes

than 10 maperer are required.

A-1
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A.2 Stating Procedure

The starting procedure is very critical and it MST be followed

very closelyl this is very important as some of the delicate instruments

(epeci&ally the Jagnehelic gage) can be damaged if the procedure is Wt
followed.

7b start the instrument, proceed as follows, MW BY P:

8P 1. (a) Plug in the main electric cord and turn the detector heater

to "on" about 2 hrs in advance. The witch is an the variable

transformer located in the rear of the unit, The transformer

should be set at about 25.
(b) Conniect both hydrogen and nzygen-nitrogen mixture (prmr

air). These connections are made on the left hand side of

the unit, facing the control panel. Both hydrogen and primary

&r should be supplied to the 1AD at about 30 psig.

At this point neither hydrogen nor the primary air should

indicate positive pressure on the control panel, (the gases

should not flow into the detector). Their flow Is controlled

by the large knobs on the panel, and the knobs should be turned

all the way left so that the gages read sero.

7() Connect. the tooling tap water and adjust its flow to about

100 al per minute. This flow rate is not critical and generally

"small dripping" is sufficient, especially when the water is less
than TOOF; - its purpose is to condense the water vapor

coming from the detector as a product of ceaoution.

A-2
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(4) Turn both electrmeters to STA Y and all four recorders to
"on". The switches are located in back of the recorders.

Note that there is a main switch located at the rear of the

TAD. This witch controls the poier supply to electrometers

and recorders. This switch should be used whenever any

prolonged shut-down of the unit is made. At this point it

is not necessary to turn on the chart speed of the recorders.

STEP 2. Step 2 and Step 3 should be done very quickly, therefore read the

foot.c.e below* to be failiarized with the principles involved,

and then go aheado Turn the diaphram pump to "on". Both the pump

and the witch are located behind and underneath the control panel.

It is accessible from the rear of IAD. Wot a short time (few

seconds) until the Vagnehelic gage (DETECTOR C11AIMER VACUUV) registers

f about hi inches 120, then proceed to step 3.

8. EP 3. Connect the "house air" to the TAD. The air should be supplied at

about 30 psig, as it is further regulated to about 10 psiS by a

regulator located in the rear of lAD before it is delivered to the

precision vacuum regulator (I'bdel 44. *oore Products) whose control

knob is located on the front panel and labeled DETECTOR CHAMER

Steps 2 and 3 are very critical in the starting procedure. As the" daph3ms
pump is turned "on" it imnedatelr starts pulling high vacuum as shown by
the BALLAST TANK VACUUM gage on the control panel. Subsetuently, vacuum is
heing created in the other ballast tanks that are linked to the detector.
Unless this vacum is relieved (which is explained in Step 3) the )W ehelic
gage can be damaged. This vacuum is controlled by the DWTECTOR CHAMER
VACUUM CONTROL (DCVC) knob located on the front panel.

A-3
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VACUM CONTROL (DOVc). Observe the movement of the needle of the

)kgnehelio gage. If it moves rapidly to the left, imediately

out off the supply of "house air". Turn the DCVC knob slightly

countercloca ise and repeat the above procedure., until a slight

fluctuating movement of the needle to the right is observed.

As the needle moves to about 5 on the scale, turn gently to DCVC

knob clockvise, until the movement of the needle is a.rested.

Subsequently set the DEnTCOMR CHANER VAMUJvith the DCVC knob

to read about 4 incnes rater by v turning of the above

knob either clockwise or counterclockwise.

STEP h, This step deals with the flame ignition of both detectors (inhalation

and exhalation),

(a) Set the gas pressures as follows:

Hydrogen: 15 psig, to ignite, 5 psi& to operate.

Primary Air: 10 psiS to ignite, saie to operate.

tnehe2ic gare: hi inches of 1.0 to ignite, 6 inches 120 to operate.

(b) After the hydrogen has been flowing for a few minutes, the

lines will be purged of air and the flame can be ignited.. Push

both FLAW IMQIT buttons sinultaneousa for about 1/2 to I second,

Flame ignitior. is signified by a "dull" audible "pop" in the

detector, also a quick temporary movement of the needle of the

Mapnehelic gage will be observed (to the left).

(c) Turn the amplifier witch to OPERATE position and adjust recorder

reading with talance controls to approximately 10% above zero
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I vith attenutor in )MOO position and allow the amlifier to

Istabilize. This stabilizing process may take some time if the

I : electrometers were just turned on. Also the sampled air must be
A

free of aerosol and/or an other organic contaminants.

(a) Remove the face mask from the mask assembly, attach the plastic

diaphram bellows (as supplied) and pump it several times. The

air normally goes into the inhale tube of the mask assembly

and the purpose of using bellws is to bring in the same clean

air into the exhale tube so that zeroing of both recorders

could be done.

(e) Gantly reduce the E.ydrogen pressure to about 5 psig on both

detertors and set the DCVC to indicate 6 inches R20 vacuum.

Tur the amplifier switch to .qANDBY and the attenuator witch

to one position counterclockwise beyond the 300Y position. This

is a position in which recorder zero can be set. Using WTE

ZERO knob, set recorder to zero position.

(ii Turn the attenuator switch to l' position and adjust APWLIFIER

ZEIW knob until recorder again reads at zero position. Turn

F the amplifier witnh to OPERATE. Turn the balance control knobs

(both coarse and fine) all the way clockwise. Turn the attenuator

switich step by Gtep clockIsie. If the flaes were ignited,

the recorder pens will move upscale by the time attenuator factor

approaches ID or lower. When the flames are not lit, increase

both hydrogen pressure to 15 ps ig, depress the PLAMe IWTTMR

buttons 1/2 to 1 second) and observe the movement of the recorder

I A-5
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I pens. If the flame is ignited, tbe recorder pense will move

I and stay upscale. Proceed to (g) below. It is important to

ignite both flames simltaneously. If the flame in one

detector is ignited and an attempt is made to ignite the second

flame separately this generally vill result in extinguishing

the other flame because of the rapid buildup in pressure vhen

ignition takes place.

When the flames cannot be ignited, investigate as outlined in

Appendix B, Trouble Shooting.

(g) If flames are not ignited, repeat (e) and (f). Turn the attenuator

switch to XLOO., Set INE BALMICE to its sid-polnt and turn

course balance to zero the recorder approximately. (If thii

cannot be done, it indicates that either sampled air is impure

or the amplifier is not warned up'- Use minor adJustments of

FINE BALANCE for final zeroing of the recorders.' The final

zeroing can Just as ell be done at 110 or XL, but during the

initial varmup and/or the pressure of contaminants in the air

will either make the baseline drifting rapidly or excessive back-

ground noise vill result from these impurities".

At this time it vill be useful to familiarize vith the effect of the ionization
current on the igniting and extinguishing of the detector flames. To do
this, let the hydrogen pressure fall to zero, The rlame will extinguish
at about 2 or 3 psig. Nor turn balance controls fully clockwise and zero
amplifier if necessary. Turn hydrogen pressure to 15 psig and repeat flame
ignitina. When the flames ignite, both recorders vii move upscale. Either
l100 or 1K attenuator settings may be necessary to balance controls tc
zero the -ecorder again, Another very good check as to vhether the detector
flames are lit is to bring a small sample of organic vapor (or cigarette smoke)
into the mask asserbly-the pens will move rapidly upscale hean the flame are
lit, and it may be necessary to set the attenuator witch at II or 3K to keep
the pens on scale.
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STEP 5. 1Nw that the instruen* is zeroed, the next steop i to coordinate

I the detector signal response. It mayb e necessary to mae sme

I edustme te to obtain the saw sigma response where the same

I concentration of the aerosol are brought into both tibes of the

i mmask asse ^y.

(a) Turn the attenuator switch to position 7300 (this setting depends

* upon the concentration of the aerosol to be used in the

Anvima-ry pnadure1 either lower or higher settings can be

r used. Supply aerosol into the mask assembly eontinuously at

the rate of about 30 liters per minute, Depending upon the

aerosol concentration, the inhale recorder pen will move up and

indicate a certain signal output. Continue supplying the aerosol

until this signal output shows no drift (this indicates that

aerosol concentration is not changing)i

(b) Piump the diaphram belloes several times and observe the signal

output on the exhale recorder: Continue pumping until there is

no change in signal output, If the signal output is the sae

on both recorders, the doime1iv can be started. If the signals

differ, make adosutment as described below:

Signal coordination on both detectors can be made through

By identical construction of the detectors the sapli g rate in each detector
of the aerosol by both detectors was established to be the same when Lhe
detector chamber pressure (vacuum) is maintained constant. However, as indicated
in discussing the theory of operation of H17 detector, the flow of current
across the flame is directly related to the floe of hydrogen, and therefore,
any difference in flow of hydrogen will cause a difference in the two signals.
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either increasing or decreasing the flow of hydrogen. If the
inhale recorder ihova 0.80 millivolts and the exhale recorder

4ahoes 0.60 millivolts, the adjustment is made by either reducing

hydrogen pressure to the inhale detector or by incresing it to

the exhale detector.

Increase the exhale signal to about 0.85 millivolts by gently

increasing the hydrogen pressure to this detector. Such an

adjustment in general will require rezeroing of the electrometers.

Cut-off the aerosol supply to the mask asseably, purge it with

clean air and rezero the detectors as follors: Turn the

attenuator switch countercloclwise one step past 30V9 turn

i1"er supply to STANDBY, zero the recorders with W .*3 ZO knob,

turn the attenuator witch to 1W and kero recorders vith the

AM'JJF.IER ZERO knob, Tu n attenuator !witch to 7300 and zero

recorders wit, the BALANCE control knobs. Repeat (i) at the

1300 seLting and examine detector signal outputs. It may be
necessary to take such an adjustment several times until easentialy

the same signal output from both detectors is obtained.

STEP 6. Analyze the aerosol content in the air stream colorimetrically or by

any other method that would indicate absolute concentration of the

aerosol. This step is necessary to calibrate the detector so that

actual concentration of the aerosol can be correlated to the signal

output. For example, as shown in Figure 32 of the Final Report, when

BSP aerosol was used in the concentration of 50 micrograms per liter,

the detector signal output at the electrometer attenuation of MOO was

I
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0.75 millivolts, and it appears to be linemr throughout the entire

I range. This indicates that one or Wo spot checks of the signal

output versia actual aerosol concentration will be sufficient to

calibrate the detector.

_STEP 7. (a) Examine the setting of the signal actuating microawitch located

iin the inhale recorder. It should actuate the signals (both

K inhale and exhale) at about 0.05 millivolts. This setting is

made through rotating and tightening the bakelite cam in back

of the recorder-pen mechanism.

(b) Turn the air floi meter to REC. Adjust, if necessary, the recorder

Spen with the ZEJM ADJI screwi (the aerosolized air should be

supplied Into the mask assembly at about 30 lters per minute).

(c) Turn the counters witch to "on" position. Reset all three

counters to zero by depressing the reset levers,

(d) Tell the test subject to put on the face mask and hold the

breath temporarily (a second or less). Depress the reset lever

on the ACET RETAINED counter and while holding it down give a

sigal to the test subject to start inhalation, At the end of

the inhalation phase release this lever and let the test subject

continue breathing.

STEP B. Wcw that inhalation is in progress observe the digital readouts. It

my be necessary to make some arithmetic calculations to establish

the actual dosage retained. The actual dosage of agent retained is

established as follcas (see Table I in Final Report):

The counts on AIR INHALED readout should be divided by 33 (33 counts
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per liter air, it varies slighitly from subject to sxtject) to

Iobtain vol~e of air. inhaled (.ier) Mailtiply this figure by

I the aerosol concentration thbich was established in STIEP 6. This

I gives total micrograms of aerosol inhaled. Divide the total digital

readout of AMNT INRALMD by this number. This gives the detector

response in term of *counts per microgram". (This fwctor may va:y,

hotever, it is generally around 0.80). Mltiply the digital readout

of AMWT RETAINED by the above factor to obtain the total amount of

agent retained in terms of micrograms.

After one is well tailiarized with the operation of the IAD and

the test subjects,* all that vill be necessary is to multiply the

AGMN RETAINED by the previously determined factor to cbtain the

actual dosage ini terms of micrograms of the agent administered.
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Section B.1 below describes general maintenance procedure of the IAD,

and Section B.2 provides a general guide in locating and correcting

amalfunationa" of the nstrment that saq oecauionally occur.

B.1 mLintecance Procedure of IAD

The overall maintenance procedure of the IAD can be related to the

maintenance of the basic components that-comprise IAD. These basic components

are the follo ing:

(1) Recorders

(2) Electrometers

(3 Vacum Control Assembly

(4) V!ydrogen Flame-Ionization Detector

(5) Wsk Assembly

(6) Tidal Air Flor t)ter

The maintenance of these individual componentp! Is described belor.

B.1.1 Recorders - there are four recorders in the IAD. These are high

speed "Brmm Electron.k" recorders supplied by Honeywell. Their routine

maintenance is listed in the table below. Ay specific questions on the

recorders as related to their operation and maintenance are referred to the

manufacturer' s manual.
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i ROUTINE MAINTANC OF WEORDR6

i 1tlta% hat o Do . . " ..

Refill ink reservoi r As required

Ampli fier
Check tubes Once a month

Adjust sensitivity Once a month

Replace fuse A___ require

Slidevire
Clean Once a month
Replace contactor As required

Clean scale As required

i.uhripate I As required

B.1,2 Electrometers - there are two electrometers, Yo del 605-3,

supplied by Research Specialties Co., Richmmd, CaliIornia, Routine main-

tenance of the electrometers is required as follws:

t a) Battery replacement:

Replace 300 volt battery once each year. Replace 45 volt

battery once ea.ch year or vhenever it appears to be putting

out ir.adequate voltage. Replace batteries vhenever they

appear to be leaking their contents.

CAUTION: Use care in touching components inside the electro-

meter. The 300 volt battery can cause a serious

electrical shook.

b) Electrometer tetrode type CK 58%:

This tube can be expected to last from 1 to 5 years. If
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replceent i s neceassary be sure not to touch y of the

high iapedance conponents in the electrMeter circuit with

I anything but clean toole-nevr with the fingers. Clean

I components are an essential factor in the proper operation

of this circuit. (The ciicuitry is shown in Figure 24.)

I B.l.3 Hyr-ogen Flame Ionization Detector (VID) - routine

maintenance is required on the following components:

a) Detector burner tip may require cleaning if noise level increases

inoridinately. The entire base, including all inlet tubes

may also require cleaning. Clean with appropriate solvents

and bake out while passing nitrogen through all tubes at 300C

for 1/2 to 2 hours.

b) The Teflon block supporting the detector electrodes should

be cleaned periodically, This can be accomplished with a fine

camel brush aad using methonol as solvent.

c) The Mllipore filters within the winny dapter (attached to

the capillary tubes supplying gases to the detector) should

be replaced about once a year.

B.1.4 Tidal Air Plw % ter - this is a mass flowmeter, Mdel

SM-20X, modified, 0.20,000 CC/min. range, with a Type K.28 flow tube (sensor)

as supplied by Hasting-Raydist Inc., Hampton, Virginia. Xo routine main-

tenance is required for this instrument. The flow tue is discussed with

the Mask Assembly.
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i B.1,5 Mask Assembly - consists of the face mask, dual inhalation

exhalation valv'e, tidal air flow sensor, and brass (chrome plated) tubing.

I The complete mask assembly should be periodically disassembled and cleaned.

- The air flow sensor should be handled with extreme care - especially the

I sensing filaments should not be touched. It my be possible that over a

period of Lime a thin film my deposit over these filaments, which in turn1Vill lead to a decrease in sensitiviLy. This seusor should be calibrated

periodically, and when the sezsitivity drops significantly, the scnsor whould

be replaced (flow tube Type K-28, Hastin s-%laydisL, Inc., HWVrton, VU.)

Th.: oWher parts of Lh! m.sk assembly shoul, bW washcd vith either plain

wiLer or with !,ppropriate o1]v ,i.t to r'emov "tny oi LOv.' d,.,pos ed aerosol.

Such clnanirg should br? done as roa-irr-d, und at ur tinne prior to the use

of difft.r:nt aerosol.

B..1, V.alt uum Control A.;,mbhly - con.in'n. of a s. ies of ballast tanks

a rPlg1aLor anli a filt:r. It is :A to ke-i this assornbly £ree of

foreign parAclc.., oil, and Inter, Lo prevcrt clioggiz ci' the capiliary

restricution between the two ballast tanks.. and alco clogging of the rcstric-

tion and piloL niozzle within Lh_ pi..cision regulator (Model 44, Moore Produci-s

Co. ). The restriction screw may be readily removed for cleaning by first

removing the restriction sealing screw in the center castirg and then the

restriction assembly. A set screw wrench is provided in the base of the

casting.
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' The knurled cleaning wire assembly, almo mounted in the base of the cuting,

I should be run through the restriction scrow several timea. After cleaning,

the restrictions scre must be turned in tightly and its sealing serw

replaced to restore normal operation. Such cleaning operation may have to

be done orkc. a year in normal operation.

The filter (Part No. 23CC, bore Irlacta) entraps oil fog from instrument

= supply-air; it should be drained periodically (as necessary).

It may be necessary to check the Vagneh&I ic gage periodically against

a water avnometer. If the gage can not be adjusted to zero and if its

calibration has changed, it should be replaced.

B.2 Trouble 9hooting

7he folloing list of troubles and probable causes vill serve as

a guide in correcting malfunctions that may arise,

3.2.1 Detector Chanber Vaculm Control

a. Trouble - detector vacuum control cannot be established

and/or maintained.

Poisible cause -

1. Loose connections of tubing within the vacuum

control assembly. Make sure that all tubes are

tightened to make an air tight seal.

2. Regulator knob (DETECTOR CHAMBER VACUUM CONTROL)

was turned to far in either direction. Folloi
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Steps 1 through 3 carefully as described inI .ISection A.2, Starting Procedure.

3. bisture collects in the flowmeter t*e on the control

panel. Nake sure there is circulation of cold vater

through the "moisture trap". You may clean out the

flomaeter tube with a pipe cleaner.

B.2.2 Electrometer and/or Detector IWlfunction

a. Trouble - flame does not ignite

Possible cause -

1. Flae igniter circuit inoperative, (be sure attenuator

factor switch is in YlO or lower positions vhen pushing

flame igniter button, and the pcwer witch in OPERATE).

Check for electrical continuity between the two igniter

F posts in the detector. If there is no continuity,

the Igniter filament J.s burned out - the electrode

assembly must be removed and a new fileneeut (platinum

wire 36 g. about 1-1/2 inch long) should be silver

solderedta the ignitr poo s.

2. Hydrogen line may be plugged or hydrogen may be supplied

at too lew a pressure. Also excessive flow of "primary

air' may prevent ignition of the flaen. At least

12 pig hydrogen pressure generally is necessary to

ignite the flame.
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b. Trouble - no recorder response dbtained when amplifier

i in turned to STAU1BY.

Possible Cause -

* 1. Recorder not operating.

I -2. Amplifier fuse F3 burned out.

3. Power Supply burned out. Check voltages in power supply.

c. Trouble - Recorder cannot be seroed.

Possible Cause-

1. Amplifier required varming up.

2. Coarse zero adjusting needs resetting.

3. Power supply faulty. Check for proper voltage In

power supply. (S,. Fi.gu ' .1 21 )

h, .horted viring in electrometer stage.

d. Troble - Recorder responds to amplifier zero adjustment

but does not respond when flame ignited.

Possible Cause -

1. Detector signal cable disconnected from electromeLer.

e, Trouble - Excessive noise level from detector.

Possible Cause -

1. Room air sampled is contaminated either with the

aerosol or some other organic Tapers.

2. Dirty detector or gas lines.

3. Dirty detector insulators - clean the electrode

supporting Teflon disk with camel hair brush and

methanol. Clean especially around the anode. (colleotor)post
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I I 4 Loose wiring at detector - check noise level of

electrometer alone by disconnecting detector signal

I cable.

I f. Trouble - Exsesive noise level of electrometer with

udetector cable disconnected.

Possible Cause-

1. Line voltage transient.

2. Electrometer input components dirty or moist.

g.Trouble - Electrometer vero varies between attenuation

settings of AY and )11 with detector signal cable discozmected.

IPossible Cause -

1. Electrometer grid current excessive. Try operating

for 12 hours in STARDBY position. Ther recheck.

2. E ectroseter input components dirty or moist.

B.2-3 Signal Coordination and Control of Counters

a, Trouble - Counters (all three) are actuated when the counter

switch is turned "on" prior to actual operation of 1AD.

Possible Cause -

1. The microswitch located in the "air inhaled recorder"

is actuated. It is mechanically actuateC by the

recorder-pen-zechanim and may be attributed to

dislocation of the bakelite cam, or actually excessive

signal from the tidal air flow sensor which in turn is

related to excessive flow of air through the m.k asily.
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'b. Trouble - Sme counters do not respond.

Possible cause -

1. Counter disconnected electrically.

2. The integrator sending the pulsating signal is

malfunctioning or may be damaged. Examine with a

simple volt meter for pulsating signal from the integrator.

c. Trouble - Detector response is different on 'inhale"

and "exhale" side.

Possible cause-

1. The sampling capillary tubes are not sampling the same

concentration or' aerosol.

2. Pollor Steps Is through 10 of Operating Procedure to

bring the signals into balance.

d. Trouble - The "agent retained" recnrder does not indicate

the true difference in signal magnitude as is shown on

"inhalation" and "exh.slation" recorders.

Possible cause - The signals have been thron off balance

by turning of the signal coordination control knob which is

located just behind the mask assembly. ftke the necessary

adjustment.

e. Trouble - Air inhaled recorder does not respond.

Possible caue -

1. Sensor disconnected or damaged.

2. Zero adjust knob (front panel) was turned too far

to the left.

3. The ms flowmeter sensitivity adjustment screw, located

inside of the recorder was turned to the left-adjust

where necessary.
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